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“On average, Americans spend $3,365 per year on eating out. That’s more than $280 per month!”

( Daveramsey.com )

			Dearest friends,
I read this interesting information above, and said, Wow! There is a great investment of the people in the
States in eating out… so, as you can imagine, the thought follows… how much is spent on missions?
And I am not thinking of myself, but of thousands of missionaries who are out in the battlefield year
after year doing the most challenging job there is, sharing the Good
News of Jesus Christ! What if one could donate part of these funds to
missions, what a difference it could make!
We were at the Globe Missions Conference in April in Pensacola, and President
Doug Gehman and his great team are working so hard to train missionaries
and encourage them in their task, with the huge challenge of reaching the
many unreached. It makes me so proud to be part of Globe International!
As for us in Argentina we are going through turmoil and exciting times
also…. Working with the free national phone line for unwanted pregnancies,
backing our Christian politicians who are taking a stand against abortion and
other destructive laws, working together with our city pastors to make a difference by talking and speaking out about
Jesus. We work with a network called Redeco, which gathers teachers and professionals who are in education. You
can see one of the seminars below for adolescents and teens on the subject of gender ideology.
Humberto shared at a National Pastors’ Congress in Mar del Plata (province of Buenos Aires) the
pastoral work we are doing in Cordoba to reach our nation, through training videos, seminars and
different programs. Over 3,000 pastors were present.
A special task Humberto and I have been doing is organizing a team work between SEDRONAR
(Argentina’s national organization on addictions) and the Pastoral Council of Cordoba. Through our
churches, plus government experts and Christian professionals sharing the spiritual point of view, over
500 Christians have been trained in our city. The director phoned and asked Humberto to film a short
video explaining what is happening in Cordoba, as they are taking the same program to Corrientes,
another province, where they will be reaching 200 churches! So that is amazing! In the photos you
can see Humberto in the video, and the audience that is watching.
What is ahead? So much to do and we pray for the resources
that will add to our training and Internet projects, our
community activities, and of course, sharing Jesus. And
keep the missionaries you know in touch!
Evelyn (Saint Jiménez)
Facebook: Evelyn Saint Jimenez
Our missionary story Facebook: Phil Saint Missionary Family (my Dad’s name).
Be blessed! Your life is precious!

- Humberto and Evelyn Jiménez-Saint

jimenezsaint@gmail.com
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